Let us have a meeting. Let us have an exchange. Let us gain insight.

The Foreign Affairs Graduate Training Facility is an institution that offers first class political science development programs in order to bridge the gap between undergraduate study and professional practice. Having been physically integrated into the Romanesque Palacio de Santa Cruz, currently the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, it is a building that creates a socially-reflexive dialogue between contemporary policy and practice. It is a space where ideas and criticism explode forth, creating an interstice between the general public and the interior realm of the Ministry.

While the building embraces the streets below, the public are invited to look in. As glass tubes extrude from the southern façade, workshop pods along the northern corridor intrude into its historical predecessor. Student passages create an arteriole sense of flow and movement while at the same time the terrace above is a place to rest and reflect. The Foreign Affairs Graduate Training Facility is a building in which architectural design decisions mimic decisions made by the students and faculty themselves.